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What is Die-Cast Club?

Founded in 2013 by a family of motor enthusiasts and model collectors
spanning three generations, Die-Cast Club was created with the idea of
uniting motor enthusiasts around the world.
Having merged in 2017 with Eaglemoss Ltd., a leading international
publisher, Die-Cast Club is all about everything engine. We are crazy
about Cars, Airplanes and Motorcycles and we want all of our models
to be perfectly crafted just for you, from vintage classics to the latest
models of the season.
We continually push the boundaries of what’s possible with
die-cast, sharing a commitment to precision design and authentic
realization using only the highest quality materials and
cutting-edge manufacturing processes.

Die-Cast Club now offers everything a true motor
enthusiast could desire.

Recap from the Tracks
MotoGP: Dovizioso Wins By A Fraction

MotoGP came back with a bang. The first race of the season in Qatar was
dramatic from lights out to the chequered flag. Valentino Rossi showed us
that age is just a number as he fought through the pack from 13th to finish
5th, however the real action was happening at the front of the grid. In a
series of nail biting moves on the last lap, Andrea Dovizioso managed to
retake the lead and fend off the defending champion Marc Marquez.
However the drama didn’t end on the tarmac. Four of Ducati’s rivals, Honda,
Suzuki, Aprilia and KTM, lodged a complaint over a rear tyre winglet that
they stated was illegal. This put Dovizioso’s victory and teammate Danilo
Petrucci’s 6th place in contention, potentially spoiling the whole weekend
for the Italian team. However, eventually the stewards concluded that the
winglet was legal and the results would stand.
I’m sure I speak for everyone when I say we want the race to be decided on
the track, not the steward’s office. We can all breathe a sigh of relief.

WRC: Ogier Dominates In Mexico
What a surprise – Sebastien Ogier is winning again. Ogier didn’t just win in
Mexico, he ruled. He took the lead and never relinquished it. Ogier continued
to show that is doesn’t matter what car he’s driving, he can be dominant. The
only thing that Ogier couldn’t take control of was the championship lead after
Ott Tanak stole second place from Elfyn Evans on the final day.

The question will continue to be whether anyone can be consistent enough
to fight off the dominant Ogier.

https://shop.eaglemoss.com

F1: Battle of the British - Which Rookie will
come out on top?

Lando Norris:
Lando is stepping into a fairly uncomfortable race seat. Whilst Mclaren may
have the pace to keep with the rest of the midfield, Lando will undoubtedly be
aware of what came before him – Stoffel Vandoorne. Vandoorne is the ultimate
story of ‘what might have been’, winning the F2 (then GP2) championship but
unable to find his feet in F1 at McLaren in the shadow of Fernando Alonso.

Could this happen to Lando? Possibly, yes.
Carlos Sainz is a quality driver and would probably be expected to beat
Lando in his first season. However, he is no Alonso, to be honest - no-one is.
Lando is clearly talented and should be good enough at least be able to keep
up with the big boys, let alone George Russell.

George Russell:
Some might say George would be the easy choice for this head to head. He’s
already beaten Lando across a whole season in F2 to become champion,
surely that’s the end of it?

Not quite.
George is quick, but his car might not be. Williams look to be in a state of
dissolution. They arrived to testing late, they sacked their Technical Officer
Paddy Lowe and were so slow that the rest of the grid allowed them to
use their car as the Pirelli testing vehicle, which would give them an unfair
advantage in terms of added testing data. Some are spouting that this is
the end of days for Williams, but I’m not so sure. They have at least one
weapon up their sleeve – Robert Kubica, a man with buckets of experience
in developing a car. He, along with the incredibly quick Russell could be the
pair that saves Williams from the rubble.

Automotive Technology
BMW is Building a Smart Car That Responds to Eye
Movement and Gestures.

BMW is showing why it is continually at the forefront of technology. In
something that is straight out of sci-fi, they are developing a technology
called “Natural Interaction”, which responds to everything from gestures,
to vision, to speech. BMW hopes that this will mean your car will be able to
understand you, better than ever before.
Fortunately, this doesn’t mean that BMW is turning their cars into mobile
councillors, instead they think that it will be an innovative way to get functions
out of the infotainment system. You could point at a cinema you pass and
ask to buy tickets for the next screening, or point at a building to set a GPS
route.
BMW’s vice president, Dr El-Dwaik said, “for us this will be a very good step
forward toward the car getting more natural, more like your companion —
understanding you and what you’re saying even if you haven’t said something
exactly a certain way.”
This could turn out to be the next big thing, or it could start buying me
tickets to the latest minions movie whilst I’m headbanging to some music.
If it’s going to act like my “companion” it’ll probably turn the music off and
chastise me - I guess we’ll just have to wait and see…

The Veicoli Collection
AVAILABLE ONLY FOR ITALY

Welcome to March and our celebration of cheese and cakes, not forgetting
the vintage vans that delivered these to us. Take a look at the beautiful 1959
OM I Serie Leoncino Furgone, laden with delicious Grünland discs of cheese.
Entering the production line in 1950,
the Leoncino quickly won the hearts
of tradesmen in Italy, and was used by
everyone from policemen to firemen and,
of course, delivery men! It earned fame
abroad, being manufactured under the
name of Unic in France and Switzerland.
The Leoncino model sparked the zooinspired series of vans who took their derivative names from animals, after
it was named ‘lion cub’ in homage to the bravery of Italy shown in their war
for Independence. How fitting, when nine years later, the model partnered
with a brand who were becoming a household name in an uncertain market
that was recovering from the Second World War.
Also awaiting discovery is the 1949 Lancia Ardea Furgoncino, recreated
in the role it played to advertise and deliver for San Martino. In the way
that Grünland once marketed their cheese along with an additional trinket,
Veicoli Commerciali D’Epoca offers you an authentic replica model along
with supporting editorial and bonus digital content. Log on to veicoliepoca.it
to rediscover the cameos of both Grünland and San Martino in Carosellos.
Don’t miss this opportunity to recall the golden years of Italy, although lost
in modern day but now revived through this unique collection!

www.veicoliepoca.it

FACT OF THE MONTH:
THE LARGEST MODEL RAILWAY IN THE WORLD
IS NEARLY TWICE THE SIZE OF MOUNT EVEREST!
263,000 PEOPLE, 9,250 CARS, 4,340 BUILDINGS.
No, we’re not describing your
city, we’re talking about Miniatur
Wunderland; a model railway world
so mad and magnificent it is truly
stranger than fiction, but yet more
life-like than reality.
Situated in Hamburg, the whole
thing is so big that it takes up
7,000 square meters of space over
several rooms, with 15,400m of
train tracks and more than 1,000
trains. The track goes through nine
different “worlds”; representations
of Italy, Switzerland, Germany and
many more. They are high detailed
and staggeringly complex, with
real moving vehicles controlled by
50 computers behind the scenes.
Each world lives and breathes cars swerve out of the way of each
other, airplanes take off and fire
fighters put out fires.
Miniatur Wunderland is simultaneously a work of utter madness and
extreme calculation and organisation. It is truly ‘Wunderful’.

www.miniatur-wunderland.com/
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